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X{ 1

Abstract. For the affine Kac-Moody algebras
it has been conjectured by Benkart and Kass
that for fixed dominant weights À, g, the multiplicity of the weight M in the irreducible
1) -module
L (À) of highest weight à is a polynomial in r which depends on the type X of the algebra. In this
paper we provide a precise conjecture for the degree of that polynomial for the algebras A(rl). To
offer evidence for this conjecture we prove it for all dominant weights À and all weights p of depth
, 2 by explicitly exhibiting the polynomials as expressions involving Kostka numbers.

X(1
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Introduction
The

representation theory of affine Kac-Moody algebras has played an increasingly important role in statistical mechanics, in conformal field theory, and in
string theory. The characters of the irreducible highest weight representations give
interesting combinatorial identities, and the string functions and generalized string
functions of these représentations are modular functions related to theta functions.
In this work we develop yet another connection between the representation theory
of affine Kac-Moody algebras and combinatorics.
We consider the untwisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras X r (1) for X
A, B,
C, D over the field C of complex numbers. The algebra X r (1) can be constructed
from the simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra of type Xr by tensoring with the
Laurent polynomials in z and extending by a central element c and a degree
=

derivation d:
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obtained from

Let

mult(/i)

=

dim L

(À) ,, of each weight y in the irreducible X;l) -module L(À) with

highest weight À, and the well-known Weyl-Kac character formula ([Kc], p. 173)
provides a theoretically useful expression for chL(A). However, since the character formula involves sums over the Weyl group of X 1 in both its numerator
and denominator, it is very difficult and impractical to apply from a computational standpoint. From the character formula Peterson has derived Freudenthal-type
weight and root multiplicity formulas, which provide recursive ways of computing
weight and root multiplicities (see [Kc], Exercises 11.11, 11.12, 11.14). Frenkel
and Kac [FK] have determined weight multiplicities in level one highest weight
representations, and Feingold and Lepowsky [FL] have calculated the multiplicities
of weights of level one, two, and three representations for the affine Kac Moody
algebras A 1 (1) and A(2) . But general information about weight multiplicities is very
limited.
It has been

conjectured by Benkart and Kass that for fixed À and p the multiplicity dimL(À)I-L of the weight p in the X(l)-module L(A) is a polynomial in
r which depends on X for all sufficiently large values of r. The article [BK] discusses evidence for this claim, gives a proof of it in some special cases, makes
further conjectures about the degree and coefficients of the polynomials, and uses
the polynomials to introduce the notion of a ’rank-zero’ string function.
In this paper (see Conjectures A and A’ of Section 1), we give a precise conjecture conceming the degree of the polynomial for algebras of type A. To offer
evidence for the conjecture, we prove it for all dominant weights À and all weights
v, v - 6, and v - 26, where
p of depth 5 2, that is, for all weights of the form p
ô is the null root and v is as in (1.27) below. For those weights we explicitly exhibit
the polynomials as expressions involving the well-known Kostka numbers (see
[M]), which count the number of column-strict tableaux of a given partition shape.
Our approach is to apply the root multiplicity formula which Kang [Kn2] derived
from the Euler-Poincaré Principle for Kac-Moody algebras to reduce the problem
to computations involving the representation theory of sl(r + 1, C). It is there that
the Kostka numbers enter the picture, for they give the multiplicities of the weights
in a finite-dimensional irreducible sl(r + 1, C)-module. Many interesting combinatorial identities involving various Kostka numbers arise in the calculations. We
=

have assembled these identities in the final section of the paper.

1. The affine Lie

1.1. Assume

algebra Ar (1)

Ar is

the

and the

conjecture

simple Lie algebra s
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complex matrices

of trace zero under the commutator product [x, Y] = x y - yx,
and let H denote the Cartan subalgebra of all diagonal matrices in Ar. Let -i e li *
be the projection map which takes a matrix to its (i, i)-entry. Then ai = Ei - Ei+l1
for i
for i
1, 2, ... , r are the simple roots, and wi
1, 2, ... , r are
=

=

E;=1 Ej

=

Ef=1

the fundamental weights with respect to 11,. A dominant weight À =
aiwi,
ai e Z_&#x3E;o, a -# 0, determines a partition À
{Ai A2 j ... # Aé &#x3E; 0) whose
ith part is Ai
ÀiEi. The number f(À) of nonzero parts,
aj, and À =
(which is Ê r here) is the length of the partition À. We write À I- m to signify
=

=

J=z

£f=i

partition of m =1 À 1 = Ef==11 Ai, and ignore the distinction between two
partitions that differ only in the number of trailing zeros. Since El +...+,-,+1 0 by
that A is

a

=

the trace zero condition, we will not differentiate between À and À + El +... + Er+l1
as

Ar -weights .

sl(r + 1, C)-module with highest weight
A = Ale,+ " ’ + Àr+lcr+l, where A - f AI &#x3E; A2 &#x3E; ... &#x3E; Àr+1 à 0}. Suppose
that v
lvl v2 ... &#x3E; Vl(v) &#x3E; 01 is a partition, and let p2 (v) denote the ith
partial sum p2 (v) VI +... + vi of the parts of v. Thenpi(v) Pl(v) (v) = 1 m] for
all i &#x3E; f(v). By À t v we mean that pi (À) &#x3E; p2 (v) for all i, and if that is the case,
then we say À dominates v. When Ê(v) r + 1, then v
VICI+ - - - + Vr+lcr+l1
is a weight of V(À) if and only if À - v Er =1 c,,,ce,,,, where am
sm - cm+l1
and cm e 7, &#x3E; 0 for all m, which is true if and only if pi (A) &#x3E; pi (v) for all i, that is,
1.2. Let

V(À)

denote the irreducible

=

=

=

=

=

À &#x3E;- v in the dominance order (see for example, [BBL], (4.7)).
1.3. The

symmetric group Sr+,, which is the Weyl group of sl(r + 1, C), acts on
by permuting the Ci so that oei cai for all o, E Sr+l. Every weight cv of
V (A) is conjugate under Sr+, to a unique dominant weight w whose coefficients
are arranged in descending order, hence form a partition. Since conjugate weights
have identical multiplicities, it suffices to determine the dominant weights (which
can be done from 1.2) and their multiplicities.
1.4. Associated to the partition A = f AI &#x3E;, A2 &#x3E;, A£ &#x3E; 0} is its Ferrers
diagram or Young frame F(A) having Ai left-justified boxes in the ith row for
i
1,...,Ê. A column-strict tableau T of shape À is obtained by filling in F(A)
with numbers from f 1, 2,... , r + 1 ) so that the entries weakly increase across the
rows from left to right and strictly increase from top to bottom down each column.
The column-strict tableaux of shape A index a basis for the sl(r + 1, C)-module
V(À). The weight of T is w{T) E’+ 1 {#j’s)£j. In particular, if À = (3 j 3 &#x3E;
U*

=

1

&#x3E; 01 = f 3 2@ Il - 7 and

=
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then w(T)
2s+ 2E2 + 3e3 is the weight of T, and w (T ) 3e+ 2e2 + 2,-3 is its
dominant
unique
conjugate. Thus, the multiplicity of the weight v VI CI + v2E2 +
+ P,+ i -,+in V(À) is the number of column-strict tableaux T of shape A and
weight w(T) v. When v is a partition (i.e. when v is dominant) that number
is just the Kostka number KÀ,v. To summarize we have the following well-known
result:
=

=

=

...

=

PROPOSITION 1.5 Suppose that v is a dominant weight of V (03BB). Then dim V ( À ) v
KA,,, where KÀ , v is the Kostka number which counts the number of column-strict
tableaux of shape A and weight v. Thus, KÀ,v -# 0 if and only if v is a weight of
V(A) if and only if À t v.

=

A(’)

associated to AT
1.6. The affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra
sl(r + 1, C) can
be realized as the Lie algebra (sl(r + 1,C) Q9 C[z, z- (D Cc ED Cd having Lie
brackets given by
=

The matrices

where :

and 0

everywhere else, generate :

generated by

the elements

matrix whose (i, j)-entry
and column are deleted, the
of

Ar

=

nonzero

sl(r

vector,

+

1,C).

namely (

resulting

matrix is

just

Since the Cartan matrix of

the Cartan matrix

A(’)

is

C(A,)

there is

a
singular,
, The corresponding

Consequently, the dual space Si* of Si is given by
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where a2,

6, Ai satisfy

1.10. The set P+ of dominant weights consists of those elements A e S)* such that
À(hj) is a nonnegative integer for all i 0,1,..., r. Let À E P+ and let L(A)
=

A(’)

denote the integrable irreducible
-module with highest weight À. The central
element c acts as the scalar À(c) on L(À), and the value À(c) is termed the level
of L(A). Any weight M of L(A) must have the same level as À. Moreover, since
p z À, (that is, M - À cjaj, where ej E Z_&#x3E;o for all j), the weights of L(A)
must belong to the same coset as À in the weight lattice P modulo the root lattice

Ej==o

Q. As dim L(À), dimL(À)ujl for all u in the Weyl group of
determine the multiplicities of the dominant weights M.
=

AI), it suffices to

1.11. Fix a positive integer 1 and suppose À
aoAo + alAl+ ... + arAr - m8 is a
dominant integral weight of level l , where m 7, and ai e Z _&#x3E; o for i = 0,1, ... ,r .
Since c
ho + hl + ... + hr, we have A(c) = ao + al + ... + ar 1. Hence, if
r &#x3E;, 1, there must be a gap in the expression of À. That is, there exist nonnegative
integers s’ and t’ with s’ + t’ z r such that
=

=

This allows

the following point of view: From the s’-tuple a
(ao, al, ... , as, -1) and the t-tuple a’ = (at, a t’ -2, 1 a’) 0 of nonnegative
integers with a,, - 0 and a, -1 -# 0 and the integer m, we construct the
dominant weight A Zi.:o ajai - m8 with as,
0
ar-t’
as,+,
and ar -j
1.
We
À
as
the
same
all
for
for 3
0,...,t’
regard
being
r &#x3E; 1. If {l
boAo + b,Al1 + + brAr - nô is a dominant weight of L(À),
then A(c) = p(c)
l. Thus, if r à 1 there must be a gap in the expression for M.
Moreover, if r &#x3E; l + si + t’, then the gap of À is sufficiently large that there exists a
gap of p which overlaps the gap of À. As a result, we can associate determining data
b
(bo, bi, .... bs,,-,), Y (br-t"+I, br-t"+2, - - -, br), and n C- Z to M, where
bsit -1 -# 0, br-t" + 1 -# 0, and s", t" are nonnegative integers satisfying s" + t/l r,
si + tif , r, and s" + t’ r. Hence, if we let s max ( s’, s" ) and t max (t’, tif),
the weights À and p share a common gap:
us

to

adopt

=

=

= aj

=

=

"

’

=

-

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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1.13. The fact that the levels of À

and M are the same is the first equation in (1. 14)

below, and the statement that À and M belong to the same coset of the weight lattice
modulo the root lattice is the congruence condition, which is the second equation:

Thus,

for the

In particular, the
and from

we see

requirement cr

e Z is what forces

r

that

if g is a weight of J
We define the depth of J-l with respect to

must hold

1.17.

À to be

cj’s, we obtain

+ 1 to divide N

as

above,
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Then it follows from

(1. 15) and (1. 17) that

respectively.
1.20. This brings us to the following conjecture conceming the multiplicity of such
weight M in L(a). It is a more explicit version of a conjecture first formulated by
Benkart and Kass in 1987 (see [BK]):
a

CONJECTURE A.

Suppose

1.21. Note that for À

m, n

and M as in the conjecture,

multiplicity of p is zero whenever dÀ (J-l)
Conjecture A when the depth is negative.

that the

mult(J-L)

is

0, and that is what is meant in

conjectured to be a constant polynomial in this case, and the tables of

1 for all r x 8 in those tables.
[KMPS] confirm this conjecture since mult(ii)
the
of
is
as
zero
+
Also,
there, which is consistent with
multiplicity Ai Ar given
=

the fact that the depth is

negative for A

+

AT.

1.23. When À

and M are as above, the multiplicity of ti in L(A) is the same as the
multiplicity of li + M in L(À + M) for any k E Z. Indeed by (9.10.1) of [Kc],
the irreducible Arl-module L(k8) with highest weight kô is one-dimensional.
Consequently, L(a + kô) L L(k8), and dimL(À + k8)J-L+k8 dimL(À)J-L
for any k E Z, as claimed. Thus in what follows, we can assume by translating the
=
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1.24.
If we

Suppose then that ,
perform the rotation1

We would like to argue that

Using the expression in (1. 16) above we have

and

as

adding

to

desired. Therefore, if J-l’ = v’ -

the

right side of (1.26) gives

nô, then the depth of p’ with respect to A’ is

by (1.27). In particular, when À = Z’ 0 ajai and p = Er=o biai - nô, then the
multiplicity of M in L(A) is the same as the multiplicity of 1 - (c!i + 2d2 + ..- +

(s - 1)ds-l)8 in the module L(A), because dl+ 2d2 + ’ ’ ’ + ( s - 1 ) dS _1 is the
difference in the depths. Thus, by replacing À by À’ and M by M’, we may assume
that À = E9,aiai, [L
E9,biAi - nô for some q r such that not both aq
and bq are zero, and da (J-l) n. For such pairs of weights we have the following
=

=

conjecture:
CONJECTURE A’. Assume that À

=

qajAj is a dominant integral weight of

A 1) and f.J, 9-1 biAz - n8 is a dominant weight of the irreducible AP) -module
=

L(À) where not both aq and bq are zero. Then the multiplicity mult(p ) of p in L(À)
is a polynomial in r of degree dA (p)
n for all r &#x3E; q.
=

161
can

be

regarded as partitions of the same number.

Conjecture A’ for all A and all p = v - n8 with
n
0, 1, 2 by explicitly exhibiting dimL(À)v-n as a polynomial in r whose
coefficients involve Kostka numbers. To accomplish this we work inside a bigger
Kac-Moody Lie algebra 9 = 9(C) corresponding to a certain (r + 2) x (r + 2)
Cartan matrix C. Since the Cartan matrix C (A 1 ) of A(’) is symmetric, there is
a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ( D on the dual space S)* of the Cartan
subalgebra S) of A (1) . The natural pairing between y* and S) allows us to define a
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, also denoted by ( 1 ) on S). Let -a-i
À e Si* and let C be the matrix whose i, j entry is ai,j
2(ailaj)/(ailai)
for all i, j = -1, 0,1, ... , r. Then the first column of C consists of the entries
2, 0, -al, ... - aq followed by r - q zeros, and deleting the first row and column
just gives C(AI)). The Kac-Moody algebra 9(C) has generators hi, ei, fi, for
z = -110) 11 ... , r, where hi, ei, f Z, for i
0, 1,..., r together with h _generate
a subalgebra isomorphic to A(’). The Cartan subalgebra S) of A(’) is the span of
hr , d, equivalently, h 1,
h., c, d. The
h-11ho,
hr , equivalently, ho, hl,
can
be
realized
as
the
minimal
Lie
graded
algebra with local
algebra 9 = 9 (C)
1.29. In this paper

we

establish

=

=

=

=

... ,

...,

... ,

A(’)

E9 L(À)* where L(A)* is the finite dual of L(À) (see [BKM],
The
Section 2).
generator f-1 can be taken to be the highest weight vector in L (A)
and the generator e -1 as the lowest weight vector in L(A)* in a basis dual to a basis
v - nô of L ( a ) can be regarded as a root of 9, and its
of L(A). The weight M
as in L(À).
is
the
same
in
9
multiplicity

part

L(À)

E9

=

Suppose now that dx(p) 0 so that À = z-iajai and {l = £f1 bi112.
by (1.19), J-l = À - q-1 cia2 . Hence, the multiplicity of in L(À) is the
multiplicity of p in 9(C) which is the number of linearly independent vectors

1.30.
Then

=

of the form [fil’ [fi2’ [... , [fik’ f -1]] in 9 ( C), where fj appears cj times in the
expression for each 1 E {l, 2, ... , q - 11. This is clearly independent of r. Thus,
the multiplicity is constant for weights M of depth zero.
1.31. To establish the conjecture for the cases n
1, 2, in the next section we apply
the root multiplicity formula of [Kn2] to the algebra 9(C) to reduce considerations
to sl(r + 1, C)-modules. In Sections 3 and 4 we use the expressions for weight
multiplicities in irreducible sl(r + 1, C)-modules given in terms of Kostka numbers
to derive the polynomials.
=

2. The

S-gradation and the root multiplicity formula

2.1.

We begin this section with a discussion of gradations of arbitrary symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras and related root multiplicity formulas, and then
specialize the results to the particular algebras described at the end of Section 1.

2.2. Let C

=

(ai,j)i,j e z be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix. Assume
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9 (C) is the associated Kac-Moody algebra over C generated by {ei, fi Ji E Il
and the vector space SJ of dimension 2 )111| -rank(C) subject to the usual Serre
relations (see [Kc]). Let f ai Ji E Il C Si* and f hi Ji E Il C SJ denote the simple
roots and coroots respectively. The root lattice Q
Zie, Z aj contains the positive
cone Q+ = ¿iEI Zoai, and the negative cone Q- - -Q+. The positive cone
provides a partial order on.Sj* in which &#x3E; q for, il E F’J* if and only if -r E Q+.
9 =

=

The space SJ is a Cartan subalgebra of 9 and relative to its adjoint action, g decomlx E 9I[h,x] a(h)x
poses into root spaces, 9 = SJ EB (Oo’eAQ). where 90
of
roots
E
for all h e Si 1. The set A
splits into positive and
{a Q 19, =,4 (O)}
C
Then
a
where
A’
=
0+
e A+ (resp. a e A-)
A
roots:
U 0-,
Q::!:.
negative
if and only if a &#x3E; 0 (resp. a
0). The simple reflections Si: SJ* -+ Sj* defined by
for i e 1 generate the Weyl group W of 9.
=
À
À(hi)ai
SiCB) = À - (À, hi)ai
Each Q e W is a product of the simple reflections, and the length 1 (a) of a is just
minimal number of simple reflections giving Q.
=

=

=

2.3. Fix a subset S of 1, and assume 9s
9(Cs) is the Kac-Moody Lie algebra
associated with the Cartan matrix Cs
A-, and Ws
(ai,ji,jES. Let As,
of
and
denote the roots, positive roots, negative roots,
Weyl group 9s, respectively.
and let
Assume A::L (S) =
=

As,

=

A B A,

For doing explicit computations with
is especially useful:

W(S), the following inductive construction

LEMMA 2.5 (See for example, [Knl]). Suppose
Then a e W (S) if and only if a’ e W (S) and Q’

a’ Sj and l(a)
(a ) E 0+(S).
a

=

=

l(a’)

+ 1.

Q with respect to S is defined
of Ç
by htS (a) = ¿iEIBS ki, and it determines a Z-gradation g =
are said to have
in which
¿a, htS(a)=j ga. The elements x E ga C
degree degS(x) j. Then QaS) = Qs + f), and all the homogeneous subspaces
are integrable, and hence completely reducible, modules over ga S) . The spaces
give the triangular decomposition g = gS) EB gaS) EB g).
g) =
2.6. The

generalized height of

a

=

¿iEI kiai

e

EBjEzgY)

gY)

gY) =

=

gY)

EBjlgc;}

Hk(ÇS), CC) with coefficients in the
trivial g)-module C inherit the Z-gradation from IBk(ÇB They have gaS)2.7. The

homology

modules

Hk(ÇS))

=

a

module structure which can be determined by the following formula, often referred
to as Kostant’s formula because Kostant proved the analogue of this result for
finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras.
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THEOREM 2.8 ([GLI, [L]).

2.9. Consider the formal

altemating direct sum of 968)

-modules

By Kostant’s formula we have,

2.11. Now for y E Q- we define the
be the sum of dimensions:

It is

multiplicity

of the

7-weight space of M to

possible that a particular weight space can have negative weight multiplicity.

2.12.

Let P (M) = f -y e Q-ldimM, -# (0) 1. We can totally order the elements of

Q’ (for example, by height and within a given height lexicographically). Using this
total ordering we can enumerate the elements of

and

Since T(-y) is the set of decompositions of -y into a sum of elements ,i E P(M)
for which -yi -y in the enumeration, the set T(q) is finite. Using these notions,
Kang has derived the following root multiplicity formula:
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THEOREM 2.15

[Kn2]. Let a E 0-(S). Then the multiplicity of the root a in the

Kac-Moody algebras

mult(a)
where J-l is

=

dim9a

=

the classical

dim(

Mobius function,

integerk, inwhichcasea/1’ = kand1’/a

1’la if a
1/k.

and
=

=

k1’ for some positive

We return now to our setting in (1.28). Assume _ Z=iaiAi £f_ÀiEi,
(Ài
Ej=i aj) is a dominant intégral weight of A 1 relative to the Cartan
hr, d, equivalently, by hl, ... ,hr, c, d. Let
subalgebra S) spanned by ho, hl,
ao, al, ... , ar be the simple roots of AI) and set a-1 = -À. The Kac-Moody
algebra 9 = 9(0) which we consider has Cartan matrix C (ai,j)i,j==-I’ where

2.17.

=

=

... ,

=

2( ai laj)
ai,j
S ={!,...,
=

1 (ai lai).

we take
= {-l, 0, 1, ... ,r}
= sl(r + 1, C) + EiEI Chi = sl(r + 1, C) + S). Since c

in this case, and

Thus, Z

r}. Then 9aS)
9aS) , they necessarily act scalars any finite-dimensional
irreducible
irreducible 9aS)-module by Schur’s lemma. As consequence, V is
9aS) -module if and only if V is irreducible sl(r + 1, C)-module. In particular,
Çfl is 9aS) -module, and 9) V( -a-l) EB V( -aD) is its decomposition
À and
into irreducible Ç§ -modules, hence sl(r + 1, C)-modules, where -a_1
and d

are

central in

on

as

an

a

an

a

=

1

-aD = AI+ Ar = 2El+ E2 +

=

+ Er.

...

0. By Theorem 2.8, (2.10), and (2.16),
2.18. Let a e 0- (S) . Then htS(a)
it follows that V(ap - p), which is Ls(ap - p) as a sl(r + 1, C)-module, can
contribute to mult(a) only if 0 &#x3E; htS(ap - p) à htS(a).

PROPOSITION 2.19 If Q E W(8) and 1 (a) = k, then htS (ap - p) - k.
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 (a) . If 1 (a) 1, then Q s -or so. Since
-ai for each i, the result holds in this case. Now assume the result for
sip - p
all elements in W (S) of length z k, and suppose that Q
a’sj E W (S) where
Lemma
Q’
and
1
=
k
1.
E
+
+
2.5,
By
W(S)
1(a) l(a’)
aaj E 0+(S). Then
=

=

=

=

=

where

hts(-o,’aj) -1

hypothesis

to

a’ p - p

since

o,’aj E A+(S).
hts(Q’p - p)

to conclude

htS (-a’aj) + htS(a’ p - p) z - 1 - k = -(1
2.20.
a =

We may apply the induction
-k. Hence, hts(Qp - p) =
~
+ k) as desired.

multiplicities of roots in Ç(C) of the form
Ei==1kiai and ô ao + al +... + are Since
from
it
follows
Proposition 2.19, that only the weights of the
1),

We want to compute the
-a-l -

0 - n8, where 0

hts (a) = -(n +

=

=
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sl (r + 1, cC)-modules V (op - p) with E W (S) and 1 (o,) n + 1 can contribute to
the calculation of mult(a) in (2.16). Moreover, in order for ap- p
Ei=-1 fiai,
Êi &#x3E; 0, to give a y in the decomposition in (2.16) with ce, we must have Ê-1 1
and éo z n. Thus, to compute mult(a) for a
1
-a-l - {3 - ô (i.e. the n
it
to
look
suffices
at
and
case),
V(-ao), V(-a-1)
V(-a-1 - ao) corresponding
to Q
s-1, so, and s- i so in W(S), respectively. Similarly, to determine mult(a)
=

-

=

=

=

for a
of the

=

a-l - ,8 - 26 (i.e.

the n

=

2

case),

we

need

only

look at the

weights

sl(r 1, cC)-modules V(-a-1), V(-ceo), V(-2ao - ai), V(-2ao - ar),
V(-a-, - ozo), V(-a-, - 2ao - ar) and V (-a_I - 2ao - al ) when ai 0,
+

=

A2, which correspond
(when al 0) respectively.

i.e. when AI =
S-IS0SI

3. The

to S-1, so, Sosi, Sosr, S-1 So, S-1 SOSr, and

=

depth one case

3.1. This section is devoted to proving that the multiplicity of a depth one weight in

AI)-module

irreducible
L(A) is a polynomial of degree one in r. In particular,
obtain an explicit expression for the multiplicity as a polynomial in r with
coefficients involving Kostka numbers. Recall that a dominant integral weight
when restricted to Ar
À
alAl + ... + aqaq of
sl(r + 1, C) is given
where
The
coefficients
determine a
+
"
’
+
+
"
+
Ai
ai
by Al,-l1
ÀqEq
aq.
which
we
also
denote
À.
The
by
multiplicity
partition, JAI &#x3E;, A2 &#x3E;, ... &#x3E;, Àq à 01,
of a dominant weight v in the irreducible Ar-module V(À) labelled by À is the
Kostka number K )..,v which is the number of column-strict tableaux of shape À and
weight v. When ç = Çlél + ... + Çr+lér+l is any weight of sl(r + 1, C), we set
where g is the unique dominant conjugate of g obtained by arranging
the coefficients of the éi’ S in descending order. In the calculations in this section
and the next we use some identities involving Kostka numbers which we assemble
and prove in the final section of the paper.
an

we

A(’)

=

=

=

= K,,,,

L(À) is the irreducible module for AI) with highest
weight alAl +... + aqAq. Suppose v - 8 is a weight of L(À) of depth 1 where
v
blAl+ ... + bqAq. Then for all r &#x3E; q
THEOREM 3.2 Assume
=

=

where

modulo
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r

+ 1. Consider the associated

when restricted to

where

partitions,
and

sl(

as

the levels of A and v

are

the same, Ai1

=

As we observed in paragraph 2.20, to compute dimLCX)v-8, we need only
determine the multiplicity of a = v - 8 in the irreducible Ar-modules V (-ao),

when expressed in terms of the
The contribution from V(-a-l - ao) will be negative since this term corresponds
to 5-i.so in 2.11 and the other two will be positive.
First note that

by (5.3) of Section 5.
Now it remains to determine the ways of expressing

as

a sum

is a weight of
Since
its
of
which
is
the
of
are
the
roots
Ar,
adjoint representation Ar, weights
Y(-ao)
0
have multiplicity one, and 0, which has multiplicity r. Thus, when 0
This will contribute
where

cv

=

to the

weight multiplicity computation. For 0
Thus,

we

get

a

a

=

root,

contribution of

multiplicity computation for each roots
course, if v - 0 is not a weight of V(20130!-i)
V (A), the Kostka number in (3.6) is
zero. Looking at v - cp = v + ej - ci, we see there are q choices of i that can give
weights, since weights must be nonnegative combinations of the k’s. For each i
there are r choices of j since j :, i. Thus, the total contribution from the various
terms in (3.6) is:
to the

=
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Consequently, combining (3.4), (3.5), and (3.7) gives:

The coefficient of r in

(3.8) is

where the last equality results from using

from Proposition 5.14 of the last section.
Now let us consider the constant term in

Then

(3.8) which is

using (3.10), we see that (3.11) simplifies to

The last term

which is

may be reduced using the relation

argued in Proposition 5.6. As a result, equation (3.11) simplifies to
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One further minor reduction to note is that when j
1, then
term is
constant
v + CI - Ei is not dominated by À. Thus, the
=

KA, +,j -,,

=

0 since

The expression in (3.3) is now just a consequence of (3.9) and (3.15).
What remains to be shown is that wh en v - 8 is a weight of L(À), the
degree of the corresponding polynomial is exactly one, that is, the lead coeffi-

when

dim L(,B),-b :, 0 the polynomial in (3.3) has degree exactly one.

EXAMPLE 3.16 Assume À

We have used the fact that.
dominate ,

=

v.

Then

(3.3) in this special case reads:

whenever i

there are two column-strict tableaux of shape

&#x3E; j because then À does not

À with that weight. The sum in (3.17)

EXAMPLE 3.18 Assume.
w

and À partition the

same

integer, we see that (3.3) gives 0 for a multiplicity unless
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partition of m also. The condition v,
(3.17) applies. Thus,
v

is

a

m

=

forces À

=

mtll1

v, so

=

that now

EXAMPLE 3.19 Let À
Ao + Ai and v Ar + A2. Since À involves Ao in
its expression and v involves tlr, we rotate the weights. Thus, we will assume
À
A2 + A3 and v A+ A4. As weights of Ar they become À 2E+ 2E2 + E3
=

=

=

4. The

=

=

depth two case

4.1. As in Section 3

we assume

that À

=

alAl

+ ... +

aqAq

is

a

dominant

integral weight of A(’). In this section we show that the multiplicity of a depth
weight v - 26 in the irreducible A(’)-module L(Â) is a polynomial of degree
2 in r and obtain an explicit, albeit somewhat complicated, expression for that
polynomial in terms of Kostka numbers. When restricted to Ar
sl(r + 1,C),
two

=

the coefficient of a-1

nating sum of

the

in a is -1, the multiplicity of a is given by

homology modules as defined in (2.10). Since the coefficient of
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is -1 and the coefficient of ao in a is -2, then as we noted in (2.20), the
Ar-modules whose weights appear in the decompositions of a are:
a-in

a

Thus, the decompositions of a in (4.2) must have one of the following forms:

where the ?’s stand for nonnegative linear combinations of the simple roots
cxl , cx2, ... , are Observe that the signs of the corresponding terms in (4.2) are
+ for Cases 1,5,6, and - for Cases 2,3,4.
Case 1.

weight of
representation of Ar). The weights of V (-ao)
where

w

is

Suppose that

(the adjoint

a

decomposition in (4.3) is:

contribute the

following total to (4.2):

are

of the form
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Now suppose that

f. It is convenient at this stage to separate considerations according to the
relationships between i, j, k, f. In particular, we obtain for the contribution to (4.2):
and-#

Case 2.

where

w

Suppose that

is

a

weight of

It is known that the

weights of V (-2ao - al )

are

of the form:
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respectively.
multiplicities are
coming from Case 2 will contribute the following to (4.2):
whose

Case 3.

Hence the terms

Suppose that

where w is a weight of V(-ce-1) and 0 is a weight of V
that the weights of V(-2ao - ar) are of the form:

(-2ao - ar). It is known

multiplicities are 1, r - 1, and ir(r - 1), respectively. Decompositions of
using these weights add the following to (4.2):

whose
a

Case 4.

Suppose that

where 0 is a weight of V(-ao) and w is a weight of V(-a-, - ao). Recall that
the weights of V(-ao) are of the form (,+, and Ei - E j + (,+, with multiplicity r
and 1, respectively. In Case 4 the contribution to (4.2) then is:
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Case 5.

Suppose that

a weight of V (
What is added to

(4.2) here is:

Case 6. In this final case, which

is

a

weight of

occurs

the irreducible module

only when

.

V(-a-, - 2ao - al ) having highest weight
The contribution to

(4.2) is accordingly:

Combining
conclude:
LEMMA 4.17 The

multiplicity of a depth

,4 r (1) -module L(À) is

two

weight

v -

26 in the irreducible

174

EXAMPLE 4.18

Ar-weight À

=

that À
v, and

Suppose

méll

=

=

mAl = m for

some

m &#x3E; 1. Then

as an

mult(ma, - 26)

Since À corresponds to a partition with just one part (of size m), the Kostka number

results,

When

we see

m

=

the above reduces in the

following way:

1, then’

King for this observation and for his interest in our work.)
In order to see the polynomial behavior of the multiplicity expression in Lemma
4.17 we will split the terms according to whether the indices k, Ê = 1, ... , r + 1
Ronald

and

(5.13) from the next section to re-express the last four summands and obtain:
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From these equations it is clear that the expression for mult(a) in Lemma 4.17
is a polynomial in r of degree at most two. Hence, this brings us to the main result
of the section:

AI)

THEOREM 4.20 Assume L (À) is the irreducible module for
with highest
which
is
dominant
+
+
alAl
weight A
integral. Suppose v - 26 is a
aqAq
2
where
v
weight of L(À) of depth
bl A+ ... + bqAq. Then for all r &#x3E;, q,
=

=

dim

where

where

j

is the number

of column-strict tableaux of shape

A :,-L 0, and this polynomial has degree exactly two.
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 4.17 and (4.19) that the multiplicity is a
polynomial in r of degree at most 2. What remains to be shown is that the lead
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coefficient can be calculated by (4.21) and that it is
coefficient is the sum of the following terms:

To reduce this

sum we

Thus, we see that

Now

and

Since for i

-# 1,

will make use of the

nonzero.

By (4.19)

following observations:

the lead
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we see

that

Hence, the lead coefficient is given by the following expression:

Suppose first that Ai1

&#x3E;

A2. Then since

and

in this

case

(compare Proposition 5.18 (ii) below), we have:

Now consider the

weight v
of shape

AI - À2 case. The column-strict tableaux of shape À + -,and

+ Eq+i+ Eq+2 - Elare in one-to-one correspondence with the tableaux
À and weight 1/ + Eq+i + Eq+2 - ’l - Ej for j 2, ... ,q + 2, whose
=

(1, AI)-entry is j. (This can be seen by deleting the last box in the first row of
such

a

tableau.) Therefore:
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K)..,V+éq+1 +éq+2-é1-éj is

the number of column-strict tableaux of shape À
where
and weight v + Cq+l+ Cq+2 - El - Cj whose (1, ÀI)-entry is &#x3E; j.
Consider the column-strict tableaux of shape À and weight v + -q+1 + Cq+2 Ej - Ej for 2 , j i q + 2. If the (2, a2) entry is less than or equal to i, we can
adjoin a box to the first row with j in it and a box to the second row with i in it and
get a column-strict tableau of shape À + CI + -2 and weight v + -q+l + Cq+2. If
on the other hand the (2, À2) entry is greater than i, then we can remove the entry
in the (1, Ai) box, which is necessarily a ’l’and replace it with an i to produce
a column-strict tableau of shape À and weight v + -q+l + Eq+2 - ’l - Ej whose
(1, Ai) entry is &#x3E; j. As both of these processes reverse, we see that

where .
the expression for

is

as

before. Thus,

combining these expressions with

(a)-(h) gives:

where

is the number of column-strict tableaux of

shape À

It remains to argue that the degree is exactly two. Since we are assuming that v 26 is a weight of L(À), its multiplicity, which is given by Lemma 4.17, is nonzero.
We show that if any of the Kostka numbers appearing in the multiplicity expression
in Lemma 4.17 is nonzero, then the lead coefficient A in (4.21 ) must be nonzero. If a
Kostka number appearing in parts (i), (ii), or (iii) of (4.19) is nonzero, then by Propo-

0 by Proposition 5.17 (i). If a Kostka number appearing in (4.19) (iv)-(vii) is nonze-

Now suppose that ;

Arguing

as

in the

previous case,

we

may

assume

180
we

may

assume

by (4.23)

Then

that

box from the second row of a column-strict tableau of shape

and weight

,

may suppose that J

we

have in this final

case

that A

-# o. This completes the proof.

5. Kostka number identities

establish the Kostka number identities
computations in Sections 3 and 4. Throughout 7r

5.1. In this section

multiplicity

required

we

=

for the

£§/7rjEj

=

17rl &#x3E; 7r2 7rp &#x3E; 01 and 77 = E?l7liEi = fT/I &#x3E; 772 rip &#x3E; 0 are
of the partitions 7r , q are less than or equal to p
and at least one of them is p. We assume yy partitions m and 7r partitions m + n for
some n &#x3E; 0 which we specify in the various results. As before, (t
CI1 + E2 + - - -+ ,t
so that corresponds to the partition of t having all parts of size 1. We use
the following facts: (i) KA,, represents the number of column-strict tableaux of
shape À and weight v as in (1 , 1); (ii) KA,v = 0 if À does not dominate v in the
dominance order, see (1.3); (iii) If w = W1Cl + W2c2 + - - - + Wr+lCr+1 where the
wi are nonnegative integers summing to m, and if a is a permutation, then aw
W1Cal + W2,o-2 + - - - + ùJr+IE,(r+l) = W,-11"1 + wa-12c2 +... + Wu-1(r+i)Er+1 .
In particular, the cvi’s can be rearranged to be in descending order, and the resulting
partition of m is w as in (1.4). By definition KA,w
KA,Zzi for all
KA,aw

partitions, and the lengths Ê(7r), é (q)

=

=

==

=

permutations o-.
PROPOSITION 5.2 Assume r &#x3E; p and 7r is

a

partition of m + 1. Then

Proof. The result is clear if r p, so assume r &#x3E; p. A column-strict tableau
of shape 7r + (r and weight r + (r+contains exactly one entry equal to r + 1. If
the box containing r + 1 is in the rth row of the tableau, then deleting it gives a
column-strict tableau of shape 7r + (,-l and weight 7î + (r. Otherwise, removing
=
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the box with

partition x

Since

a

c

r

+ 1 in it yields

7r

a

tableau of shape

x + (r and weight q + (r for some

with )1 7r 1 Y{ 1= 1. Thus,

column-strict tableau of shape
As

a

result,

where the last equality can be seen by considering column-strict tableaux of shape
7r and weight q + -p-+1 and removing the box which contains p + 1. Repeated
D
applications of this argument gives (5.3).
The next result in conjunction with
especially in the case that Ê(7r) p.

Proposition

5.2 allows for further reduction,

=

PROPOSITION 5.6 Assume

7r

is a partition

of m +

1 and r à p. Then

Proof. The column-strict tableaux of shape 7r + (p and weight 71 + (p+iwhich
have 1,...,p down their first column are in one-to-one correspondence with the
column-strict tableaux of shape 7r and weight r + cSp+ 1. If a tableau of shape 7r + (p
and weight 7î + (p+idoes not have 1,..., p down its first column, then p + 1 must
occur in the last box of the first column, and necessarily 7r must have length less
than p. Such tableaux, when they occur, are in one-to-one correspondence with the
column-strict tableaux of shape 7r + (p-and weight ri + (p, which can be seen by
removing the box with p + 1 in it from the first column. Thus (5.7) holds, and (5.8)
then follows from Proposition 5.2.
D
The

’quadratic version’

of Proposition 5.2 is the

PROPOSITION 5.9 Let 7r be a partition
É (q) p. Then for r à p we have
=

following:

of m + 2 and q be a partition of m with
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We may assume r &#x3E; p as otherwise the result is trivial. For a columnstrict tableau of shape 7r + 2(r and weight q + 2(r+1 there are two possibilities:
either (i) it has 1, ... , r down its first column or (ii) the last entry in both of the first
two columns is r + 1. In Case (i) the tableaux are in one-to-one correspondence
with the tableaux of shape 7r + (r and weight 7
by permutation, the number of these tableaux is

Proof

By Proposition 5.2,

The last equality in (5.11) follows because a tableau of shape 7r + (p+l and weight
q + Ep+i1 + (p+2 either has 1,...,p + 1 down its first column or the last entry in
column 1 is p + 2, and so

Since the number of column-strict tableaux of shape 7r + 2(, and weight q + 2(,+,1
having r + 1 as the last entry in both the first and second columns (Case (ii)) is

and

we

may repeat this argument r

PROPOSITION 5.12 Let

7r

be

a

-

p times to obtain

partition of m

(5.10) as claimed.

+ 2 and 17 be

a

0

partition of m

Proof. A column-strict tableau of shape 7r+(,-, and weight 17 + (r+has exactly
entry equal to r + 1. If this entry occurs at the end of the first column, then
necessarily r - 1 &#x3E; é(7r) and deleting the last box in the first column produces a
column-strict tableau of shape 7r + (,-2 and weight 17 + (r. Otherwise, removing
the r + 1 entry produces a tableau of shape x + (r-l and weightq + (r. Thus, we
one

have
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by the first line, where the last term occurs only if p &#x3E; Ê(7r). Iterating this process
and summing the coefficients of J
PROPOSITION 5.14 Assume
are equal (7rl
ril). Then

1r

and 17

are

partitions of rra and their first parts

=

Proof. Take a column-strict tableau of shape 7r + él1 and weighto

+ ép+l, and

let i be the last entry in the first row. Since 7r1
7/1 we have i j 2. Now if
i
p + 1, then removing the last box in row one gives a column-strict tableau of
shape 7r and weight ri. If 2 i # p, then removing the last box in the first row
gives a column-strict tableau of shape 7r and weight 7? + ép+ 1 - éi. As both of these
~
processes reverse, (5.15) must hold.
=

=

5.16. To show that the multiplicity polynomial has degree exactly one in the
depth one case and degree exactly two in the depth two case, we required that
certain partitions dominate others, and that certain Kostka numbers being nonzero
imply others are nonzero. The particular facts we need are contained in the next

weight space of the irreducible sl(r + 1, C)-module V(À), and since weights in
a Weyl group orbit have the same multiplicity,
KÀ,w -# 0 if and only if there are
column-strict tableaux of shape À and weight w.

cv
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PROPOSITION 5.17

In

particular,

To establish part

when
hence

(i) observe that there are values s and t (s

(b) above holds. Since el,, - -, and ét - -p+l
nonnegative integer combinations of the simple

and note in

treating such a weight as

w’

we

are

= t

allowed) with

positive

roots of

Ar,

roots am, it is clear that

always assume vl &#x3E;

2. Then for

some
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When the length of w’ is p - 1, the last two l’s are interchanged with vp which is
0. It is apparent the partial sums of the parts of w are all greater than or equal to the
partial sums of cv’ so that cv &#x3E;- cv’ as desired.

which

gives

and v

u.

But then

from which it follows thati

Thus,
PROPOSITION 5.18
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Proof. (i) If Ê(À) q and K)..+él+(q-1,V+(q -# 0, then there are column-strict
tableaux of shape À + él+ (q-i1 and weight v + (q. The first column of such a
tableau has 1, 2,..., q with some integer j j 2 omitted. Removing that column
produces a column-strict tableau of shape À + él and weight v + é j. Such a tableau
must have Ai1
vl entries equal to 1 across its first row followed by some integer
z with 2 z i , q. Deleting the last entry in the first row produces a column-strict
tableau of shape À and weight v + éj - éi. Therefore, KA,v+,j -,, must be nonzero
for some i, j with 2 i, j q. If i = j then KÀ,v must be nonzero; otherwise, there
exist i, j with i j such that K À,V+é j -éi =1 0. Since both of these being nonzero
0 by Proposition 5.17, we have the desired conclusion.
imply
If
0, then there are column-strict tableaux of shape
(ii)
À and weight v + Eq+l1 + Eq+2 El - Ej. Such a tableau has Ai - 1
vl - 1
entries equal to 1 across its first row followed by some entry i # 2. We may change
that last entry to a 1 to produce a column-strict tableau of shape À and weight
0 for some
v + ,q+l + Eq+2 - Ej - Ej. It follows that
=

KA@v+,q+ 1 --’ 1:,
KAv+Eq+l +Eq+2-El -,j

=

K À,V+éq+1 +éq+2-éi-éj -#

{2, ... , q + 2}.
(iii) (a) Removing the first column and deleting the last box from the first row of
a column-strict tableau of shape À + -,+ (, and weight v + -k - -i + (r+1 produces
a column-strict tableau of shape À and weight v + Ek + éR, - éi - éj for some
2 j, Ê r + 1. (b) Analogously, by deleting the first column of length r - 1 and
the last two boxes in the first row of a column-strict tableau of shape À + 2él+ (r-l1
and weight v + (,+I, we obtain a column-strict tableau of shape À and weight
M + Ek + Et - -i - -j for some 2 , i , j* , r + 1 and 2 k Ê r + 1. (c) By
removing the first two columns and the last box in the first two rows of column-strict
tableau of shape À + él+ -2 + 2(, and weight v + 2(r+iwe get a column-strict
tableau of shape À and weight v + ék + Et - -i - Ej where 2 k Ê r + 1 and
2 i j r + 1. Thus, in all the cases (a),(b),(c) there is a column-strict tableau
of shape À and weight V+,ck +,c£ -,ci - Ej . When (1 , j ) = Ik, îl, such a tableau has
weight v, so that K À,v -# 0. When(1 , j ) n { k, £}| 1, then the tableau has weight
v + Es - Et for some s t with t z Ê(v). Consequently,
KÀ,V+és-ét -# 0. Finally,
when li, j l n {k, Êl
S, then K À,V+ék+él-éi-éj -# 0. Applying Proposition 5.17,
i E

=

=

we see

that either

2 i j .(v).

KA@v+eq+I+Eq+2-2,Ï-Ï 7 0 KA@ V+Eq+l+-q+2--i-Ej :? 0 for
or

some
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